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The goal of expository preaching is to communicate the Word of God as God through 

the original writer intended.  

To achieve this goal requires careful examination of the Scripture within the context. 

What did the writer want to accomplish by his writing? Who was he writing to? What 

was the situation being addressed? What form of literature is being used to 

communicate? All of these inquisitions require more than a superficial approach. 

Structure and genre (literary form, technique, content, style) of the text are also 

important to consider. The structure of the text sets the pattern for the sermon structure.  

 

John MacArthur, who is well known for verse by verse expository preaching, states, 

“Expository preaching demands that, by careful analysis of each text within its 

immediate context and the setting of the book to which it belongs, the full power of 

modern exegetical and theological scholarship be brought to bear upon our treatment of 

the Bible.”1 

 

Basis elements identify expository preaching: 

1.   The message finds its sole source in Scripture. 

2.   The message is extracted from Scripture through careful exegesis.  

3.   The message preparation correctly interprets Scripture in its normal sense and  

context.  

4.   The message clearly explains the original God-intended meaning of Scripture. 

5.   The message applies the Scriptural meaning for today.  

 

Exegesis is best understood when contrasted with eisegesis. While exegesis is the 

process of drawing out the meaning from a text in accordance with the context and 

discoverable meaning of its author, eisegesis occurs when a reader imposes his or her 

interpretation into or onto the text. The latter is often called “proof texting” or “reading 

into the text.” Proof texting usually begins with an agenda and works to make the text 

agree with the message of that agenda. Often with this approach a person will use their 

experience or emotional feelings to legitimize their interpretation of Scripture. Obviously 

experiences and emotions are subjective and often can be misleading. The Scripture in 

context is not subject to man’s experience and personal agenda. 

 

Preaching calls for a response of faith and obedience from the hearer to the biblical 

truth revealed in the Scripture. The preacher’s objective is spoken faithfully out of solid 

                                                             
1 MacArthur, J. (1997). Rediscovering expository preaching. Dallas: Word Pub. 
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knowledge of the text. It is to relate the biblical message both faithfully and relevantly to 

modern life without changing its original meaning. A balance is required. To do so the 

preacher must have a clear understanding of what the text writer theological meaning 

as he was trying to communicate to his audience. When done correctly the text speaks 

again with the same theological message now. 

Too often the sermons of modern preachers are a mixture of moralistic advice, their 

own unauthoritative and sometimes unwise opinions, and the latest psychology instead 

of contextual knowledge and understanding of the Scriptures. By doing so they are 

trying to make their message or fit with the Scriptures. This is done by forcing their 

agenda on the Scriptures or ignoring the Scriptures entirely in favor of their own 

message. This may be done to meet a denominational doctrine, a mystical experience 

or personal agenda. This eisegesis, or reading into the text, is something God did not 

intend.  

 

Another way to think about this is to contrast the theological liberal and theological 

conservative view of Scripture. A theological liberal view of Scripture will attempt to 

change the context of Scripture to meet the cultural changes of a society. In other 

words, the Scripture is influenced by society. A theological conservative view holds to 

the original context of the Scriptures and believes that society is to be influenced by the 

original meaning of Scripture. 

 

Expository preaching, by insisting that the message of the sermon coincide with the 

theme of the text, calls the preacher back to his true task: the proclamation of the Word 

of God in and through the Bible.  

 
 


